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AN ASYMPTOTIC INVESTIGATION 

OF THE STATIONARY MODES OF INSTABILITY OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER 

ON A ROTATING DISC 

Ph11ip Hall 
Mathemat1cs Department, University of Exeter 

Exeter, England 

Abstract 

We investigate h1gh Reynolds number stationary 1nstabil1ties in the 

boundary layer on a rotating d1sc. The investigat10n demonstrates that 1n 

addition to the invisc1d mode found by Gregory, Stuart, and Walker (1955) 

at h1gh Reynolds numbers, there 1S a stationary short wavelength mode. 

This mode has 1tS structure f1xed by a balance between viscous and Cor1olis 

forces and cannot be described by an 1nv1sc1d theory. The asymptotic 

structure of the wavenumber and or1entat10n of this mode is obtained, and a 

sim1lar analysis is given for the 1nv1scid mode. The expans10n procedure 

prov1des the capacity of taking non-parallel effects into account 1n a 

self-conS1stent manner. The results are compared to numer1cal calculat10ns 

and experimental observat10ns. 

Research was supported by the Nat10nal Aeronaut1cs and Space 
Administration under NASA Contract No. NASl-17070 while the author was in 
residence at the Institute for Computer App11cations in Science and 
Engineering, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years there has been much 1nterest 1n the manner 1n which 

three-dimens10nal boundary layers become unstable. Much of this work has 

been motivated by the need to understand the instabil1ty mechanisms which 

are operat10nal in the boundary layer on a swept wing. This research has 

been directed towards the development of lam1nar flow airf01ls and the 

poss1ble 1nstab111ty of the flow to Gortler vortices and crossflow 

vort1ces, while taking Tollm1en-Schl1cht1ng waves 1nto account. Thus, Hall 

(1985) cons1dered the Gortler vortex instab1lity 1n a weakly three

d1menS10nai boundary layer and found that an asymptot1cally small spanw1se 

velocity component is suff1cient to prevent the Gortler mechan1sm occurr1ng 

at f1n1te Gortler numbers. 

The crossflow mechan1sm has also been the subject of many 

invest1gat10ns (see, for example, Gregory, Stuart, and Walker (1955), 

Cebec1 and Stewartson (1980), Malik, W1lkinson, and Orszag (1981), and Reed 

(1985» • This instability mechanism occurs when the effect1ve velocity 

prof1le in an Orr-Sommerfeld approximat10n to the linear instab1lity 

equations has an inflection point where the velocity field vanishes. The 

1mportance of such a prof1le was explained by the inviscid analys1s of 

Gregory, Stuart, and Walker (hereafter referred to as GSW) in the context 

of the rotat1ng disc problem. 

The noteworthy feature of this profile 1S that it can support a 

stationary vortex pattern relat1ve to the disc. GSW showed that the normal 

to the vortex boundar1es made an angle 4> of about 130 to the rad1us 

vector. This was found to be 1n excellent agreement with the1r 

experimental observat1ons, but the number of vort1ces pred1cted by the 
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theory was found to be too large by a factor of about 4. The latter 

d~screpancy has been attr~buted to viscous effects, but the reason why the 

angle • should not also be s~gn~ficantly altered by such effects ~s not 

clear. The asymptotic ~nvest1gat10n of the GSW mode wh1ch we w1ll g1ve 1n 

Sect10n 3 w~ll shed l1ght on th1s question. 

A recent parallel flow numencal inves t1gat10n by Malik (1985) found 

that the point at infinity of GSW in the wavenumber-Reynolds number plane 

1S connected to a curve correspond1ng to stat10nary modes at f~n~te 

Reynolds number. However, the angle • var1es along the curve and the 

o 
cr1t~cal Reynolds number corresponds to • ~ 11 , and there 1S also a lower 

branch on which • asymptotes to about 390 when the Reynolds number is 

larger. 

The f1rst purpose of th1s paper 1S to set up a rational framework wh1ch 

can take non-parallel effects into account at large Reynolds numbers. The 

second a1m is to provide an analytical method of produc1ng the wavenumber-

Reynolds numbers dependence of the upper and lower branch modes. S1nce our 

analys1s 1S applicable to any three-d1mens10nal boundary lay~r, our 

calculat10ns enable the likely stationary vortex patterns 1n such flows at 

high Reynolds numbers to be predicted analyt1cally. We will see that the 

lower branch mode corresponds to the case when the effect1 ve velocity 

profile has zero shear stress at the wall and the d1sturbance takes on a 

tr1ple deck structure. The development of an asymptotic theory will also 

enable non11near effects to be invest1gated in a self-consistent manner. 

Such an investigation is beyond the scope of the present paper but is 

clearly necessary in order to expla1n why the upper branch mode is 

apparently almost always the only one to be observed experimentally. The 
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asymptotic theory of the lower branch mode 1S also relevant to short 

wavelength instab1.l1.t1.es of Stokes layers. The procedure adopted 1n the 

rest of the paper 1.S as follows: 1.n Section 2 we formulate the instab1lity 

equations; in Sections 3 and 4 we develop asymptot1c theories for the upper 

and lower branch modes. Finally, 1.n Section 5 we draw some conclusions. 

2. Formulation of the Problem 

We consider the flow of a viscous flu1.d of kinemat1c viscos1.ty -v in 

the region z) o. The mot10n of the flu1d 1S induced by the steady 

rotat1.on with angular veloc1ty Q of the plane z = ° about the z aX1S. 

We take cyl1.ndr1.cal polar coordinate (r, 9, z) with rand z hav1ng 

been made d1mens10nless with respect to some reference length 1/,. The 

Reynolds number R for the flow 1S def1ned by 

(2.1) 
-v 

and 1.f the axes rotate w1th the plane, then the basic steady veloc1ty field 

is 

u = ~ (2.2) 

Here the functions u, v, and ware determ1.ned by 

~2 _ (v + 1)2 + ~' w - ~" 0, (2.3a) 

2~ (v + 1) + v' W - v" 0, (2.3b) 
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ili + w' = 0, (2.3c) 

where the pr1me denotes d1fferentiation with re~pect to z. The 

appropr1ate boundary cond1tions are 

u 0, v = 0, w = 0, z o 
(2.4) 

u + 0, v + -1, z + ~. 

We now perturb the above flow by writing 

u ~ + ntu(r,e,z), V(r,e,z), W(r,e,z)) (2.5) 

where U, V, and Ware small and steady. The express10n (2.5) is then 

subst1tuted into the Nav1er-Stokes equat10ns in the rotating frame and 

11near1zed to g1ve 

{
-a - a - 1/2 - a } - au ru - + v - + R w - U + uU - 2 {v+ 1} V + rW -

a r ae az az 

2 av ----2 ae 
r 

{ru L + v L + R- 1/2 W ~}V + uV + 2{v+l}U + 
a r ae az 

1 ap 1 2 au V - r as + R {LV + 2" as - 2"} 
r r 

W av 
r -az 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 
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- E + 1:. {LW}, 
az R 

where 

and p is the nondimens~onal pressure perturbat~on. 

continu~ty then becomes 

~ + ~ + 1:. av + aw = o. 
ar r r ae az 

(2.6c) 

The equation of 

(2.7) 

F~nally, we must solve (2.6), (2.7) subject to the no-s11p cond1t10n at the 

wall, wh~lst suff~c~ently far away from the wall we 1ns1st that the 

d~sturbance decays to zero. However, we shall see below that the length 

scale for this decay to zero w~ll depend on the type of disturbance under 

conS1derat~on. 

3. The Inviscid Modes 

From the inv1sc1d theory of GSW we expect these modes to have 

wavelengths scaled on the boundary layer th~ckness. Thus, we must consider 

modes w1th a length scale of order R- liz ~n the r 

It ~s conven1ent to define the small parameter E by 

-1/6 
R 

and a d~rect~ons. 
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r 
u(z) exp ~ {J a(r,£)dr + 88(£)} 

£ 

0.1 ) 

together with s1milar express10ns for V, W, and the pressure perturbat10n 

P. The wavenumber a w111, 1n general, be complex and 1S determ1ned 1n 

terms of £ and 8. However, we w111 restr1ct our attent10n to neutral 

d1sturbances and f1nd a and 8 such that the flow 1S neutrally stable at 

the POS1t1on r. We now expand a, 8 as 

a a o + £a 1 + ,"., o .2a) 

8 8 + £8 + , •••• o 1 
0.2b) 

The d1sturbance structure 1n the z direction 1S then fixed by the following 

cons1derations. F1rstly, from the results of GSW we anticipate that there 

will be an 1nv1sc1d zone of depth 3 
0(£ ). In order to sat1sfy the no-slip 

cond1tion on the veloc1ty at the wall, a viscous layer must exist. The 

th1ckness of this layer is then found to be 0(£4) by balancing the 

convect1on and diffus10n terms in the d1sturbance equat1ons. 

In the 1nv1sc1d zone we expand u, v, w, and p 1n the form 

u uO(I;;) + €U
1

(1;;) + , ••• , 0.3a) 

v = vO(I;;) + £v 1(1;;) + , ... , 0.3b) 

w = wO(I;;) + £w1(1;;) + , ••• , 0.3c) 

p PO(I;;) + £Pl(l;;) + , ••• , 0.3d) 
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The above expansions are then substituted into (2.6), 

(2.7) wHh aId b ..L+ ar rep ace Y ar i3 {aO + e:al + 
e: 

, ... , } and with 

replaced by i3 {aO + e:al + , ••• ,}. 
e: 

If we equate terms of order -4 e: ,we 

obtaln 

lUUO + NO 
, 

-laO PO (3.4a) u 

+ 
, laO 

(3.4b) 1UV
O NO v - -r- Po 

1UW
O 

- p' 
0 (3.4c) 

iaO 
iav

O 
Wo 0, (3.4d) Uo +--+ r 

where u = a O ur + aO v. If we ellm1nate uo' Vo and the pressure from 

the above equatlons, we f1nd that Wo satisf1es 

w1th u now actlng as the 

veloc1ty profile Whllst 

o (3.5) 

'effectlve' or 'equ1valent' two-d1mensional 
2 

2 aO 
a + -- is the effectlve wavenumber. Thus, o r 

Wo sat1sifies Rayle1gh's equatlon and YO is determined as an eigenvalue 

when (3.5) is solved subject to 

0, 0,00. (3.6) 

We further note that aO/aO 1S chosen such that u and ti" vanish at the 

same nonzero value of I; = 1;; in this case (3.5) has no singularlty at 

I; = 1;. The eigenvalue problem was solved using central difference,,; we 
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obta~ned 

1.16, (3.7 a) 

ClO 4.26 
-=--
80 T 

(3.7b) 

I',; 1.46. 

The eigenfunct~on normalized w~th wo 1 at I',; o ~s shown ~n 

Figure 1. 

Hav~ng calculated wo we can use (2.8), (2.9) to solve for uO' vo, 

and PO; however, it suffices here to say that when I',; + 0 

Before proceed~ng to the next order in the inv~scid zone, we calculate the 

zeroth-order solution ~n the wall layer. If we write 

-4 
e: z, 

then ~n the wall layer u expands as 

u e: uo ~ + , ••• , 

and v, ware expanded ~n a s~m~lar manner. The d~sturbance veloc~ty and 

pressure now are written as 
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(3.9) 

After substitut1ng the above expans10ns 1nto the d1sturbance equat10ns 

equating the dom1nant terms and performing some man1pulat10ns, we f1nd that 

So Vo 
a O Uo + r sat1sfies 

and the solut10n of this equat10n which satisfies 

(3.8) is 

where 

~ 

[

SO Vol waCO) 6 Ai(ys)d~ 
1 a U + = - ----------------o 0 r co 

J A (ys)d~ 
o 1 

y 

For large values of ~ we can show that 

WaCO) A:(O) 
W ' + _______ 1 __ __ o ~ Wo ~ co 

y J A (s)ds o 1 

o (3.10) 

0, and 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

so that the order 1nviscid zone normal velocity component must 
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wO(O)A~(O) 
wI + + co 

y J A (s)ds 
o ~ 

I;; + O. (3.13) 

We now turn to the next order problem in the inv~scid zone. Thus, we now 

equate terms in the ~nviscid zone disturbance equat~ons, and we 

obta~n a set of equations s~m~lar to (3.4) with (uO' vo' wo' PO) replaced 

by (ul' vI' wI' PI) but now hav~ng inhomogeneous terms. If we repeat the 

man~pulat~ons carr~ed out on (3.4) ~n order to get (3.5), we obta~n 

~[ wi' 
2 

wI] - ~" 2~ {"o a i + eO ell 
- Yo WI 2 Wo 

r 

+ { - el "0 I I"~ ~" u-j (3.14) a 1 a r u - ~wO· 
0 u 

The second term on the nght-hand s~de of (3.14) causes to have a 

logarHhmic singularly at I;; = 1;;; this can be removed ~n the usual way by 

~ntroduc~ng a crit~cal layer at r; = r;. We can formally wrlte down a 

solutlon of (3.14) which satisfies wI (co) o in the form 

when I;; ~s a constant with ~ > 1;;. 
-The above solution ~s valid for I;; < I;; 
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~f the path of ~ntegration is deformed appropriately into the complex plane 

near r;; = r;;. It can then be shown from (3.15) that 

(3.16) 

where 
00 

2 
II =[ wO(8)d8 

0 
(3.17a) 

00 

So/ [UII = ~II uj 
12 

2 u -
wo =2 

0 u 

(3.17b) 

where the path of ~ntegrat~on ~n (3.17b) 1S deformed below the s1ngular1ty 

at r;; = r;;. The match1ng cond1tion (3.13) produces the eigenrelat10n, 

A' (w' (0) 2 ) I 
10 0 = 2 a 

00 0 
y f A. (s)ds o 1 

(3.18) 

Our calculat10ns showed that 

.094, .058 - .0291, 

co 

and us~ng the well known values for A~O' 6 Ai(s)ds, we obtained 

_ 14. -1/3 
r YO' 

2u -1/3 ;} • r • 
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The above equations can be solved for aI' B
l

; however, 1t 1S more useful 

to evaluate 

1 16 
_ 14.4 -1/3 

• 1/6 r + , ••• , 
R 

(3.19) 

wh1ch we 1nterpret as the 'effect1ve' wavenumber of the d1sturbance. 

We now def1ne the wave angle ~ by 

tan[f - ~] 

29.r-1 / 3 
= 4.26 + + , •••• 

R1/ 6 
(3.20 ) 

Thus, we have calculated the f1rst correct10n terms to the class1cal 

results of GSW. The s1gn of the correction term 1n (3.20) has some 

1mportant consequences wh1ch we w111 d1SCUSS 1n Sect10n 5. 

4. The Wall Modes 

We have seen in the previous sect10n that the 'effect1ve' veloc1ty 

profile for a three-d1mensional disturbance with wavenumbers a and B 1n 

the rand e d1rect10ns 1S aur + Bv. The 1nv1sc1d modes are such that 

aur + Bv and au"r + BV" van1sh s1multaneously. It 1S easy to show that 

lower branch d1sturbances hav1ng a tr1ple deck structure of the type 

d1scussed by Sm1th (1978) for Blas1us flow can also eX1st. However, such 
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modes are necessarily t1me-dependent with a, B real 1f the effective wall 

shear does not vanish. Therefore, we choose to look for 

stat10nary modes for wh1ch the effect1ve wall shear vanishes at zeroth 

order. 

It is easy to show that the appropr1ate tr1ple-deck structure 1S based 

on the small parameter £ now defined by 

R-1/ 16 , (4.1) 

and the lower, main, and upper decks are of thickness £
9 , £

8 , and £
4 

respectively. The d1sturbances structure 1n the main and upper decks is 

essent1ally the same as that found by Smith (1978) who invest1gated lower 

branch disturbances to Blas1us flow. The wavenumbers in the r and a 

directions are now 
-4 

0(£ ); we therefore write 

r 
() i4 { f u = U z exp 

£ 

together w1th sim1lar expressions for V, W, and P. We def1ne ~,~, Z by 

z 
8 ' 
£ 

The wavenumbers then expand as 

a 

2 3 BO + £ B1 + £ B2 + , •••• 

(4.2a,b,c) 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 
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Here we have antic1pated that the order £ terms are zero, and we aga1n 

seek ai' Si' etc. such that the flow 1S neutrally stable at the locat10n 

r. In the upper deck ~ = 0, v = -1, and U expands as 

U 

and V, W, and P have s1m1lar expans10ns. We found that the zeroth-

order equat10ns to be solved in the upper deck are 

So Uo PO' So Vo 
So Po 

1S0 Wo 
dPO 

a O = --
r dz 

1aO Uo + 1 
So Vo dWO 

0, + -- = r d~ 

and the solut1on of th1s system which decays to zero when z + ~ 1S 

Po 
'0 z 

Uo 

a O -YO z 
= Ce = - Ce 

So 
(4.4a,b) 

Vo 
C 'Oz 

Wo 
1YO -yo z 

=-e = -- Ce r So 
(4.4c,d) 

where 

/a~ 2 2 
YO + So/r· 

and C is an unknown function of r. 

In the ma1n deck the disturbance expands as 
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1 
u

1 
(d U = - u (d + + , ••• , 

e: 0 

V 
1 

= E vo(~) + vl(~) + , ••• , 

W 
3 
wo(~) + 

2 
wI (~) e: e: + , ... , 

P 3 
C + 

2 
PI (~) + , ••• , e: e: 

where we have antic~pated that P ~s independent of ~ to order e:
3 

and 

therefore equal to C. Subst1tut~ng into (2.6), (2.7) we find that uo' 

vo, Wo satisfy 

ru'" 0, 

~ao ru vo + ~SO v vo + rv ... Wo 0, 

1130 dw
O 

0, ~aO Uo + -- v + -- = r 0 d~ 

and the solution of th~s system which matches w~th the upper deck solut~on 

~s 

Cr YO 
... u 

Uo 
13

2 
0 

(4.5a) 

Cr YO 
- ... v 

vo = 
13
2 
0 

(4.5b) 

Cr Yo 
(aO 

ru+ So v). Wo 
13

2 
0 

(4.5c) 

We note from (4.5c) that Wo ~n fact sat~sf~es the no-sl~p cond~t~on 

when ~ + 0; however, unless u'" and v'" both vanish at ~ = 0 the other 
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velocity components are nonzero there. 

that 

which glves 
a o r 
-S--- = 1.207, then 

o 

If we choose and such 

0, (4.6) 

when I;; -+- O. It 1S 

the 1mposition of the constra1nt (4.6) on the effective veloc1ty proflle 

Wh1Ch enables us to find stationary disturbances. If we expand u, v for 

small I;; and write ~ = I;;/E, we have 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

when 
-] 

= ]' v (0) . for ]' = v j _1 ]!' 1 ,2, • •• • In order to match 

w1th the solution (4.5), wr1tten in terms of ~ uS1ng (4.7), we therefore 

expand the lower deck disturbance 1n the form 

u , ... , (4.8a) 

ryo C 
[vo + 2Ev1 

] V_1(,) 
V 2 ~ + ••• + E + VO(~) + EV1(~) + , ... , 

ES O 

(4.8b) 

5 C 
[ (aO + 00 oJ + 

1YO E - 2 6 w 
S2 

u 1 r + So v1)~ E W1(~) + ,.'., 

0 

(4.8c) 

p 3 
E P 1 (~) + ••• • (4.8d) 
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We must now substitute the above expansions lnto the disturbance 

the contlnuity equation we obtaln immediately that 

aO = - --u 8 r -1' o 
(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

where satishes (4.6). From the radial momentum equation we obtaln 

- ] 2 
d2 U 

1[ raO U_ l + 
-1 

0, (4.10a) u l + 80 vI ~ 
d~2 

- ] 2 
d2 U 

- ] 3 1[ ra O Uo + 
0 

+ [raO u2 + UO' u l + 80 vI ~ 
d~2 

- ruO WI 80 v2 ~ 

(4.10b) 

which must be solved subject to 

0, 0, 

(4.11) 

The function U- l lS glven by 

U o YO Cr D(O, /2 f::, 1/4 ~) 
82 U(O,O) 
o 

(4.12) 

where 
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(4.13) 

and U(O,./'2 6. 1/41;) is a parabol1c cylinder function. The functl.ons UO, 

Vo cannot be determined unil WI l.S calculated, the latter functl.on can 

be found by considering the next order approximatl.on to the radl.al and 

aZl.muthal momentum equatl.ons. If we multl.ply these equatl.ons by and 
ie O 

y 
respectively and add them we obtal.n: 

+0 

d
2 U 

60 d
2 

Ull 2 21. eO u_
1 1 

Po + 21.aO V_I -
dl;2 
+-~ +yo r r dl; 

i{aOrul + eO vd!iao UI 
160 Vil 2 

21.1; {aO + eo vI }W1 + I; + rU I r 

rrO 
CI;2 

f ·0 
60 VI) - 2{a 1 ru

O + e 1 vol 
e

2 U
1 

+ 
r ' 

0 

(4.14) 

whilst the Z momentum and continuity equations give 

dW
I + --= 

dl; 

(4.15) 

so that Po = C. It l.S important to pOl.nt out at this stage that the terms 

proportl.onal to U_ 1 , V-I in (4.14) are due to Coriolis effects; thus the 

structure of the neutral curve for statl.onary small wavenumber disturbances 

depends both on viscous and Corioll.s effects. We can ell.ml.nate U 1, VI 

from (4.14) and (4.15) to give 
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U + ~ ~ 1 1 r 1 

{ -2} he v -
+ __ 0 1 +....Q. - U(O, I2s) 

r -2 uo U(O,O) , 
uo 

(4.16) 

where 

s = (4.16) 

We wr1te the solution of (4.16) in the form 

(4.17) 

where k1 is a constant and F1 satisfies 

1, F
1

(oo) 0, 

wh1lst F2 sat1shes a sim1lar equation w1th the right-hand side of the 

d1fferential equation replaced by U(O, I2s). In fact, it is straight-

forward to express 1n terms of integrals involving parabolic 

cylinder functions. It remains for us to satisfy U1 = VI = 0 at ~ = 0; 

from (4.15) and (4.17) we can show that this condition leads to the 

e1genrelation: 
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113 0 Uo [1 -2] 2 
13 + 

vo 
16 1;2 {a

1 + 13 1 vo}· (4.18) YO r + =z 14 = ruO 
Uo 

Here the 1ntegrals 13' 14 are given by 

00 

J SU(O,S)dS 

13 
0 .599, 2U(0,0) 

00 

J SU
2

(0,S)dS 

14 
U .457, 

U2 (0,0) 

and (4.18) can be solved to g1ve 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

We see at th1s stage that 1t 1S st111 not poss1ble to f1nd a
1 

and 

1ndependently; however, 1t follows from above that </> the angle between 

the rad1us vector and the normal to the vort1ces is g1ven by 

(4.21) 
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whilst the total wavenumber 1 " 2 2 2 4" /a. + a /r l.S gl.ven by 
€ 

, . .. . (4.22) 
1 I 2 2 2 
4"/a. + a /r 
E 

The above expanSl.on procedure can be continued l.n princl.ple to any order 

and can take non-parallel effects into account in a self-consistent 

manner. We stress that (4.21), (4.22) have been obtained by taking the 

Corlolis effect into account; an Orr-Sommerfeld approximation to the full 

equatl.ons gl. ves l.ncorrect values for the second term in (4.21) and the 

first term l.n (4.22). The sensitivl.ty of the structure of the lower branch 

modes to a combl.nation of Vl.SCOUS and Corl.oll.s forces means that, unlike 

the upper branch modes, for a more general three-dl.mensl.onal boundary layer 

thl.s class of modes might not even eXl.st. Fl.nally, we note that time-

dependent modes with a suffl.cl.ently slow tl.me scale are also posslble and 

l.ntroduce a frequency into the eigenrelation (4.18). 

5. Conclusion 

The Reynolds number R6 based on the boundary layer thickness, and the 

local azimuthal velocity of the disc is given by 

The inviscid modes have local wavenumber k6 defl.ned by 
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where the appropr1ate length scale 1S the boundary layer th1ckness. On the 

lower branch the local wavenumber k~ 1S def1ned by 

so that (3.19), (4.22) are equ1valent to 

-1/3 1.16 - 14.4 R~ + , ••• , 

and 

respect1vely. S1m1larly (3.20), (4.21) become 

and 

4.26 + 29 R-1/3 
~ 

+ , ••• J 

-% 1.21 + 2.31 R + , •••• 
~ 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

Thus, if the neutral values are expressed 1n terms of R~, k~, and ~ have 

no expl1c1t dependence on the radial variable r. 

In F1gures 2 and 3 we have compared the above asymptot1c predl.ctions 

w1th the numerical results of Malik (1985). The latter author solved the 

parallel flow approxl.matl.on to (2.6) obta1ned by sett1ng alar = 1a, 

alae = 1e. Such an approximat10n 1S valid only for R + co but to the 

order shown 1n (5.l) - (5.4); our asymptot1c results apply to the system 

solved by Malik. 
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We see in Figures 2 and 3 that there is satisfactory agreement between 

the asymptot1C theory and Mal1k's results. Thus, the asymptot1c approach 

w1ll be a useful tool 1n f1nd1ng the structure of the poss1ble stat10nary 

modes in other three-d1mensional boundary layers rather than hav1.ng to 

solve the full parallel flow equations numerically. Similarly, the 

asymptot1.c theory could be used to identify the stat1.onary modes wh1.ch are 

11.kely to be 1.mportant 1.n a Nav1.er-Stokes 1.nvestigation of this problem. 

It is interesting to quest1.on why the lower branch modes have not been 

1.nvest1.gated earl1.er. The reason appears to be that 1.n most exper1.mental 

lnvest1.gations of the disc problem, only the modes w1.th cf> ~ 13
0 

were 

observed. However, there 1.S some discussion of modes w1th cf> ~ 200 in the 

paper by Federov, Plavn1k, and Prokhorov (1976). These modes were found to 

eX1st closer to the center of the d1.sC than the GSW modes and have a 

d1fferent vertical structure. Thus, 1t would appear that the lower branch 

modes perhaps b1furcate subcrit1cally and therefore do not pers1st into the 

reg10n where the GSW modes occur. Obviously, only a weakly nonl1.near 

theory at least could settle th1s matter; however, it 1S 1nterest1ng to 

* note that Allen and Stuart (1985) have p01nted out the possible existence 

of a subcr1t1cal mode w1th aZ1muthai wavenumber n = 2. 

The upper branch asymptotic results are again cons1stent with the 

results of Malik. The pos1tive s1gn assoc1ated with the first correct10n 

term in (5.3) has 1mportant consequences. Thus, 1f (3.3) and (5.4) are to 

be connected at some f1n1te Reynolds number the h1gher order terms in (5.3) 

* personal communicat10n 
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must be negative. This means that for some range of R~, the value of ~ 

along the upper branch modes will stay close to the 1nfin1te value of about 

130• This is exactly what Malik found numer1cally and even at the cr1t1cal 

Reynolds number; ~ is still close to 130 • The wavenumber, however, changes 

much more along the upper branch; th1s presumably expla1ns why GSW 

pred1cted ~ so well but not the number of waves. 

F1nally, we turn to the relevance of the lower branch modes 1n other 

boundary layer flows. At first sight we might think that our analys1s is 

d1rectly appl1cable to a two-d1mens10nal boundary hav1ng zero shear stress 

at some posit10n along the boundary. However, it is easily shown that the 

structure g1ven in Sect10n 3 is only appl1cable to boundary layers hav1ng a 

non-zero third normal der1vative of the streamwise velocity component. 

This constraint effectively means that there are no neutral modes of the 

type found in Section 4 for spatially varying two-dimens10nal boundary 

layers. The Stokes layer velocity prof1le is another matter; at high 

Reynolds numbers the flow varies slowly in time, and the modes discussed 1n 

Section 4 are relevant to the t1mes in a cycle when the shear stress 

1nstantaneously vanishes at the oscillating wall dur1ng the fluid mot1on. 

For three-dimens1onal boundary layers we expect that the lower branch 

modes are directly relevant. Moreover, it is of course poss1ble that 1n 

such flows nonl1near effects m1ght cause them to be more important than the 

GSW modes in the development of crossflow vortices. 

course, only be resolved by further calculat10ns. 

Th1s matter can, of 
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F1gure 1. The 1nv1sc1d mot1on e1genfunct10n. 
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Figure 2. Comparison between the results of Malik (1985) and the 

asymptotic wavenumber predict10ns. 
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Figure 3. Comparison between the results of Malik (1985) and the 

asymptotic wave angle pred1ct10ns. 
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